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Spiders are among the most diverse groups of terrestrial invertebrates, yet they are among the least

studied and understood. This first comprehensive guide to all 68 spider families in North America

beautifully illustrates 469 of the most commonly encountered species. Group keys enable

identification by web type and other observable details, and species descriptions include

identification tips, typical habitat, geographic distribution, and behavioral notes. A concise illustrated

introduction to spider biology and anatomy explains spider relationships. This book is a critical

resource for curious naturalists who want to understand this ubiquitous and ecologically critical

component of our biosphere.
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Ã¢â‚¬Å“People with an interest in North American spiders should enjoy this book.Ã¢â‚¬Â• (Ian

Paulsen Birdbooker Report/The Guardian 2013-02-17)"This is a fabulous book, worthy of

aÃ‚Â place on the bookshelves of any arachnological library." (David Penney British Arachnological

Society Newsletter 2013-04-01)"High quality." "We only wish we had had access to this book when

we were first learning the sometimes difficult art of spider identification." (Paula E. Cushing

American Entomologist 2015-03-01)"A critical resource for curious naturalists." (Northeastern

2015-05-01)"BradleyÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s admiration of and attention to these animals is evident. . . The result

is not only a remarkable compendium of information about conspicuous spiders in North America,

but a gateway to their study and appreciation.Ã¢â‚¬Â• (Paula E. Cushing American Entomologist)



&#147;Common Spiders of North America is an exceptionally well constructed and illustrated guide

that fills a large gap in America's natural history guides. It will stimulate scientific research and

public interest in one of the most diverse and abundant of all animal groups.Ã¢â‚¬Â•--Edward O.

Wilson, Museum of Comparative Zoology, Harvard University&#147;Bradley provides a very well

written introduction to the biology, natural history, collection, and identification of spiders and

provides stunningly beautiful illustrations of nearly 500 common species found in North America.

This book is designed to be used by all arachnophiles (and brave arachnophobes) from young to

old and from backyard naturalist to scientist. No other field guide on this subject provides such

detailed information and illustrations about so many species. It is a must-have for anyone interested

in nature and the animals with whom we share this planet.Ã¢â‚¬Â•--Paula E. Cushing, co-author of

Spiders of North America: An Identification Manual

Besides "Spiders and Their Kin" (Golden Guide book--one of the best ID books available, but lacks

details of the spider's lives), there was very few options available to ID a common spider. AT LAST,

this book is perfect for this!! The only thing I would criticise is that they don't have drawings of the

spiders that have patterns or marks on their abdomens (ventral)--that would be incredibly helpful in

IDing a spider that is plainly colored on the top. Otherwise this book is fascinating, educational and

the pictures are beautiful. All arachnophiles should own this book!!

I love this book. It's name is great. It doesn't claim to be a compendium of all spiders, just the

common ones. Perfect. At least it let's you get close and then you can go for the more detailed

treatments when you need to. But the illustrations are just plain seductive. Steve Buchanan, of

USPS stamp fame, illustrated it. My understanding is that the illustrations are primarily digital and

they are superb IMHO.If you're not afraid of spiders you should get this books to marvel at the

magnificent diversity of the tiny world around us. If you are afraid of spiders you should get this book

to marvel at the magnificent diversity of the tiny world around us.

Dr. Bradley has been informing the public about spiders for many years through his presentations at

public meetings and of course through his work at The Ohio State University. Now we are provided

with his book that goes into the detail that explains why many people find spiders interesting. The

book is complete with an identification key and many illustrations that are truly striking. This book is

worth the investment for the illustrations alone. This book is essentially wonderful text book. If you



have an older child who loves nature and the creatures in it, this book might help start a career in

natural science. This is not just another book about spiders it is special.

I live in Tuscon Arizona. This book is a must down here. I study Reptiles and Amphibians. I have

been waiting for a Spider book like this. Richard Bradley did a first rate job on this. WE have the

Brown Widow along with the Black Widow down here. Also the Desert Recluse. Thank you.

I ordered this for my husband who absolutely loves it. He is constantly referring to it, looking up his

latest specimen. He has expressed a softcover would be nice for the field because either he has to

take the hardback or bring back specimens for identification. He really does enjoy it and I would

highly recommend it for anyone into arachnids. Great Job!

This book was EXACTLY what I was looking for! I recently moved into a wooded area and have a

lot more spiders. I love macro photography and have been photographing them but didn't know

what kinds I was finding. The pictures are excellent and the details is great. I was a little hesitant to

spend this kind of money for a "hobby" book but it was very well worth it!! I'm excited to say that I

have identified at least 5 different kinds of spiders from my back yard so far!

Great illustrations and information. If you have and interest in spiders this book is a much have.

Love this book, would give it a 5 but... Well It does not give family names or page numbers on the

plates or the facing page with the genus species. There is plenty of space and it would not look the

worse for it.
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